TK-C1380U

- The TK-C1380U features a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), which automatically adjusts camera parameters to ensure perfect, high-resolution picture (470 lines of horizontal resolution) with a high S/N ratio of 48 dB, 1,000 lux, AGC off under all light conditions down to 0.95 lux.
- Features a powerful automatic gain control (AGC), which automatically boosts sensitivity when light levels fall below a preset value. Also standard are Auto Iris, nine-mode electronic shutter, CCD (AES) IRIS (1/60-1/100,000 sec.) and TTL auto tracking white balance with manual override.
- Camera ID capability is provided for multi-camera systems. Versatility is further enhanced by a simple menu-driven setup and a C/CS lens mount.
- Two video outputs (VBS, YC) support composite (BNC) and S-video signals (4-pin).
- When switched on, the Back-Light Compensation function adjusts for lighting variations behind a subject for an image with balanced illumination.
- Highlight masking for CRT protection and better visualization of high lighted objects.
- Two way power supply: 24 V AC/12 V DC

Optional Accessory

**AA-P700U**

AC adapter